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ADAPTIVE* CONTHM LAW Rf'r-tNl-,'ME'N,r
\ND SOI FT INARE 1*,*VELOPMFNT
Coary L. Hartmann
Counter Stein
HONEYWELL. INC.
SECTION I
INTitomjcrION
The NASA Dryden Flight flesei,%rch Center,
 is currently flight testingi
mgital fly-by-wire (DF13W) flight onntrol system installed in an F-8C
;iii , vi%ift. This serves as a test vehicle for demonstrations of advanced
contl'ol I:iws and redundancy concepts to improve the performance and/or
overall effectiveness of future flight control. In support of advanced con-
trol law efforts, Honeywell conducted a design program to define i digital
adaptive control law suitable for flight test. The initial study (Reference 1)
recommended an adaptive concept which combines gain-scheduled control
laws with explicit maximum likelihood identification to provide the sched-
Ming variables. This approach was selected from a comparison of three
candidate concepts:
0	 Implicit gain adjustment based on self-excited limit cycles.
•	 Gain adjustment based on explicit identification using a
Liapunov model tracker, and
•	 Gairt "adjustment oil t"
Likelihood Estimation.
t,att'r design c N' te ► asions Oleference 2) :added it two-keel estiinate of gust
intensity mid provided a1 new parameter update method based on iialmaan
t'stimaation of	 parameters.
This slud,N provided further development of the Parallel Channel Maximtini
i tki-lihood Estimation 11 101,.) design. A number of features have been
mided to faacilitate flight testing of the algorithm. The softwar e was
original. designed for on-board impiementation. For convenience and
t1i , %ibilitY in testing. he algorithm has been implemented on the NASA/
D RC Remotely Augmented Vehicle (RAV) facility (Ref'erenc'e 3). As
-aho wti in Figure 1, the PCNIL1•, software resides in as ground computer.
The nIV.1Su1erllentS required by the PCNtLE algorithm--pitch rate, normail
acceleration. and hor b.ontal staabilator position--are received by the
gr•cxind-based k`Urliputcr vin the telemetry downlink. The P('1u1L , estimates
thc airc t-aft c • llaaraacta'r'ivat)oil pai • aralett'rs and colliputcs It clynailaic pressure
i'sliall;lh' as ;t Bent';ir fum con tat 11 =
c ,.
 This clua ntit
.
\ is trLansnlitivd to the
11 . 1plov call- h ' c;arci digit;al comptiter ;md used for gain scheduling. As part of
the grotindrules, rint':aSUrt'ltaelttti wort, restr'iCtod to rap t= gyros, :ac'ct'loro-
Illetl'r's, and Servo position. AW datt:t Wert` c\Cluded beCanrae aircraft like
the F-8C, v01ose 1wrformaanec rcduirenionts can be met with aair-daataa-
sc• ht'dulOcl control laws, benefit most front adaptive control through the
elimination of air-data schedules.
Thv next section contains the list of symbols used throughout this report.
Section 3 describes the PCMLF, algorithm. The implementation of the
algorithm aand its acceptance test are summarized in Section 4. In
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Section 5, sensor noise statistics are developed from ground test and flight
test data. Section 6 contains the parameter estimates from the PCMLE
-algorithm computed from recorded F-8C night data. Cross-checks are
provided by parameter estimates from a batch maximum likelihood algo-
rithm. Section 7 presents recommendations f or flight evaluation of the
algorithm. Conclusions from this study are given in Section 8.
Three appendices to this report contain time histories of the flight maneu-
vers and PCMLE outputs.
SU CTION 2
SY NITIOTIS
Operators
Laplace operator
d	
Time derivative
Increment
Gradient vectur with rc^^vt to p:irn-
meter vector C
V 
2	 Second partial derivative matrix with
respect to parameters
VP	 p-th component of V.
Summation
Absolute value
Superscripts
Estimated value
One-step predicted value
G)	 Value for- parallet channel i
) II	 Nominal value
Subscript
Measured value
ni
)k	 Value at time t k
5
Uppvr Cast- Symbols
A	 Discrete system dynamics matrix
B	 Discrete system input matrix
C*	 Response variable N z + V 
co 
q
1)	 Measurement matrix, y due G u
11	 Measurement matrix
Identity matrix
Partial likelihood function 1, - 1/2'Andet13
K	 Kalman filter gains
11	 Likelihood function
11w
	
Vertical gust field scale.
M	 Number of parallel channels
M q , Ma ,  M ^ (M 
h 
e ), Ma 
	
Pitching moment coefficients
indicated variables
M'Prim pitching nionient
N1 60	 Mb value for rigid airframe (without
quasi-static flexibility)
NI bt	 True value of M60
N	 Number of data samples
N N
z Y
P
Normal and lateral acceleration
Kalman filter covariance matrix
amoter covariance matrix
-ariance matrix
U N	Sequence of N control inputs
V	 True air speed (m/s)
4c,0	 Crossover velocity in C ,: response
Y N	
Sect r ice of N measurements
z I z	 N, o ,, -it force coefficients due to indi -
ca+AuO variables
z V	 rtiorm-M force coefficient in normal
(I	
acceleration equation
Lower Case Symbols
Parameter vector with components C
c A priori estimate of co
True value of' cr t
(I Sensor displacement from v. g. (4. 62m)
9 Gravity
h Attitude
i	 , Index of the niininiuni-1, channel
11 System order
P Roll rate
llynamic pressure
r (1)	 Yaw rate
(2) Number of measurements
t Time
u Control input vector
7
X	 State vector
Y	 Measurement vector
Greek Symbols
tipper, Case
I'	 Discrete system noise input matrix
Lower Case
Angle-of-;attack
9	 Gust angle-of-attack
Angle of sideslip
e (6), 
a* V	
Aerodynamic surface positions
Dummy argument for values of parameter
vector c
White noise process
Kalman filter residuals
White noise process
a, a	 Standard deviation of variable x
r	 Time constant
0	 Bolt attitude
w	 Natural frequency
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S,V'CTION 3
1 11CMIT'SOP'TWARE' DEWELOPME'NT
This section summarizes the development of the Parallel Channel Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (PCMI,I--.') software. This software implements an
adaptive gain schedule for the F-8C aircraft base(] on explicit parameter
estitmition. The software is designed for flight research using the
Remotely Augmented Vehicle (RAV) facility at NASA/DFRC. It represents a
further development and refinement of an adaptive design recommended
in 11cferences I and 2. The theoretical background relevant to this study
is contained in these reports,
A complete documentation of the I 3CMIA-'1 software including program
liStiPigS and flowchart.i is available as a separate volumc (Reference 4).
THE BASIC ALGORIT111\1
The PCMLE. algorithm is based on standard Maximum Likelihood E'Stimation
theory as applied to longitudinal short-period F-8C dynamics. Instead of
using the usual iterative calculations to maximize likelihood functions,
however. it uses the p. ,trallet channel implementation shown in Figure 2.
Several Kalman filter channels operate at fixed locations in parameter
space. Likelihood functions are computed for each. Sensitivity equations
are then solved only for the maximum likelihood channel and used to
interpolate from there to the final parameter estimate with a single
Ix
9
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Newton/Haphson parameter correction. This fixed structure: avoids
real-time iterations and eliminates c cavergence problems.
Theoretical identifiability results were used to determine the number of
parameters that could be identified with small test inputs. This :accuracy
anal p is also provides insight into the number and location of the filter
('11,111114,18.
Nominally, five parallel channels are used to harldle the F-OC aircraft over
its entire operational t'light envelope. The locations of these channels in
M *ca -
 
NI 
"I parameter space are shown in figure :i. tip to four parameters--
surt'act ,
 effectiveness (NI ";o ), pitching moment clue to angle - of - attack
 (Mn).
airspeed (l • ), and nori-nal force clue to :angle - of - ,attack W V)- - can be
ct
estimated. l?stinlntion :accuracy depends strongly on the signal levels in
the control loop. For the small test signals producing less; than 0.05 g
liMS of no rmal accele'r:.at ion,
 errors are 10 to 20 percent in N11^0 and
:20 to 30 percent in N1 and V which are topical in six-degree-of-freedom
simulmion runs. Theoretical accuracy analyses cont'irin these error
levels.
The gain adjustment in the pitch and lateral control laws is clone on the
basis of estimated T%16 0 only using scheduling functions defined in
lieference 1. However, the MLE design wa.- sclected in Large part for its
potential to identify additional parameters which may be needed for
scheduling in other applications.
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I algorithm modifications are described below.
lj('Ml,l-" SOFTWAR' FEATURES
The l'CMLF software implements the above identification algorithm in a
flexible manner suitable for flight test experimentation. Specific options
and features of the implementation include the following:
•	 Variable number and locations of Kalman filter channels,
•	 Variable Kalman filter update rates (sample skipping options),
•	 Variable number of identified parameters (up to four) ►
•	 Output variables to monitor identification validity.
0	 Provisions for four uplink parameters with fail-safe integrity
tests,
•	 Gust and rigid-body angle-of-attack estimation,
• An optional Kalman parameter correction (instead of Newton-
Raphson steps) for improved tracking,,
•	 Optional automatic adjustment of channel gains with gust
intensity, and
•	
An optional second Newton-Raphson parameter correction step.
These features and options are achieved through a combination of software
structure, channel model structure, and algorithm modifications. The
software structure is discussed in detail in Section 4. Model structure
13
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Nominal Channel Models
Four-state filter models are used for each channel with the following
discretc-time form:
x 
n+I = A 
X 
n 
4 B tj 
n 
+ 
MY n - H n
	
(1)
E'lements of matrices A. B, K. and 11 tire computed in as 	 time
initialization mode from the continuous F-8C model for a specified sample
time.
The continuous model is
K z Fx + Gil + rC	
(2)
Yk ^ I
-IX k
	 + wok
es
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0
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ej 6	 j
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0 0	 2V
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-,w F.J 0
00 -4^2 V7
r_w
0 -V25 V o
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I -	
- I
k	 N	 dM
z k	 (I
0	 0	 0	 q	 2q
dM, 
n 
-Z (I V 0 dM 6- z 6V	 ca r	+ 0
9
0
2	 Ilk (3)
N 
Zi
where
M 
q 
I WI M S M	 pitching moment derivatives	 functions of para-
(Z V). (Z V)	 normal force derivatives	 meters to beidentified
true airspeed	 (M no I C 2 . CI O C4)
K	 actuator bandwidth (12.5 rad/sec)
d	 distance of accelerometer ak of e. g.
11w
	
z	 gust field scale length (580 m)
0 I,	 standard deviations of noise processes
Subroutine MODEL computes the discrete matt-ices A and 14 frot,i standard
formulas:
AM	 ISI	 evaluate(] at
t = At
At
	
Mt	 'r)G d 'r
The resulting matrices have the following form:
V V V V	 V
A	 V V V V	 V
0 0 C 0	 0
L 0 0 0 Cj	 LCJ
15
where V denotes elements which vary with flight condition and C denotes
constant clements. Strictly speaking. AO, 3) - e' V / Lw varies with flight
condition also bevause i t depends on the bandwidth of a first-order gust
model. However. since the incoming measurements tire high - passed
(Figure 2). the high-pass frequency, W tip" dominates and is therefore used
to rivlave %,/I,W .
The Kalman filter gains K and the residual covariance matrix R are defined
by the discrete Hicrati equation:
R	 (IIPII 11 - WW  )
K x (AP I I 'll + r 0 W ,r )It -I
P	 (A - KII ) P (A	 I-JI ) T 4 ( r1) - KW) (r	 KW) T
These equations are solved via a doubly iterative algorithm carried out in
subroutine's DIAK and C ,\I . The discrete noise input matrix, r, ), is
computed from F 
c 
and F according to the ­,eeond-order approximation
I , 
I) ?
 A t T'V (I +	 At F/2)	 (6)
In order,
 to compute state and residual sensitivities in real time, each
nominal model also includes sensitivities (first partials with respect to
parameters 'NI ^ 0, C ' . C3 . C
4
) of the matrices A, B, 11. and K. These
are computed by numerical finite differencing techniques.
All model parameters are initialized in non-real time and are stored in
labelled arrays for later real-time use.
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Mgorithm Modifications
Mx1ification of the hamic MULE algorithm of Figure 2 were required to
implement the following three options provided by the PCMLR software:
•	 Kalman parameter corrections,
0	 Automatic gain adjustment with gust intensity, and
•	 Two-step Newton- Haphson parameters corrections.
'the first two of these options were studied under the Design Extension
Study (Reference 2) of' the original PCTVILE design program. They led to
the algorithm modifications summarized in Figures 4 and 5. Further
details can b-, found in Reference 2, The third option implements a
two-step parameter correction by introducing a "roving" channel
Alocated m Point c which is the estimate obtained from the first Newton-
Haphson step. Likelihood functions and sensitivities .tt*v composed for
the roving channel, and .are used to provide the second update step-
t.A A	 2
c	 IV 1,1 v L
ic = C
These algorithm modifications are miniarized in Figure G.
Models for the Second Newton- Raphson Step
Becaus c the second Newton- Ra phson step involves a channel which is not fixed
in parzimeter space, the filters and sensitivity models for this channel must be
17
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updated in real time. To make this process computationally efficient, the
following approximations of the fixed channel modeling procedure are used
in the software:
•	 Matrices A and B are approximated as described below.
•	 Gain matrices K a ,, e approximated from current min-1,
channel data:
A
K = K(i	 K	 (c c
•	 Sensitivities for the approximated A, 1.3 and for 1-1 are explicit.
•	 Sensitivities for K are taken from the current min - 1, channel:
VK =VK1i*
C
These approximations  are reasonable for small A = cA - c
i -! 
and should not
adversely affect the ability of the second Newton-Raphson step to estimate
parameters. If A becomes very large, of course, the approximations
deteriorate. It is even possible to get unstable A and K combinations.
To protect against this possibility, the second Newton-Raphson step is
automatically bypassed it' its likelihood function diverges.
The A and B matrices used for the second Newton-Raphson step have the
following approximated form:
^j + M %A t
	
7tm—(-,	 V	 A
A
A	 V CEEL Z D(X V 8
0	 0	 C	 0
L 0	 0	 0
21
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A
0
C
where
A = 2t 0 +exp (-12. 5 n t) )
Ii = M
	
(1 - exp (-12. 5 At, )
M f and Z^ are corrected for flexibility
J
The seven terms circled in the A and R matrices are updated in real time.
Elements A (1, 1), (1, 2), and A (2, 2) use a first-order approximation in Dt.
Elements A (1, 4), A (2, 4), B (1, 1), and B (2, 1) have essentially a second-
order approximation. The variation of three terms in the A matrix,
A (1, ,3), A (2, 1), A (2, 3), is neglected. These are small terms with
small percentage variations and are fixed at the model values for which
the second Newton-Raphson step was initialized.
in order to provide flexibility for tuning the above model approximations,
the coefficients My , M ry , M  Zry Z 8 V can be adjusted independently from
the nominal channel values. Their values are set through the common
block F8 MOM which is read via NAMELIST VARL at initialization. This
feature was specifically used to modify the M  function at supersonic
conditions to better match damping of the exact and approximated models.
22
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SECTION 4
PCML,I-', SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the software structure, software management and
control procedures, and acceptance test procedures which were used to
implement the PCMLPA algorithm on DFHC 1 s HAV facility.
The PCMIX software was developed for and successfully verified on the
Control Data CYBER 73-28 computer at NASA/DFRC. All the software
is written in standard P'ORTRAN IV and is intended to be transferrable
to the HAV computer (Varian V-73) for eventual flight test experiments.
SOFTWARE s'rnUCTURE
An overview of the PC'Ml,' software organization is shown in Figure 7.
The computations are divided into a background (non-real-time) segment
to define and initialize Kalman filter channels and a real-time segment
to process sensor data for parameter identification. Calculations per-
formed in each of these segments are divided among a number of sub-
routines, as listed in Table 1. The functions of each segment and their
input/output structures are briefly described below. The core required
for PCMLE is 5655 locations for subroutines plus 2730 locations for
storage arrays.
Let_
23
INITIALIZATION REAL-TIME
ENTER
NRTIC
ENTER
PCMLE
RETURN
Figure 7. PCMLE Software Structure
READ INPUT	 (NIGH-PASS MEASUREMENTS
DATA
LMAN FILTER FOR EACH CHANNEL
COMPUTE
CHANNEL MODELS
	
AND	 OMPUTE SENSITIVITIES FOR MIN-CHANNEL
SENSITIVITIES	 77^
INITIALIZE	
(OPTION)
	
FILTERS	 M	 REMENT
GRADIENT	 SENSITIVITY
grain CARVALs	 ACCUMULATION	 ACCUMULATION
	
I	 r FOR NEWTON-RAPHSON 	 FOR KALMAN FILTER
WRITE OUT
CHANNEL DATA
(LOW RATE COMPUTATIONS)
	
RETURN 
	
SUBCYCLE.
1. MIN-L SELECTION
2. SIGNIFICANCE TEST AND CHANNEL CHANGE LOGIC
3. CHANNEL DATA TRANSFER
4. PARAMETER INCREMENT CALCULATION (NEWTON-
RAPHSON STEP OR KALMAN FILTER UPDATE
5. PARAMETER CORRECTION
6. MODEL UPDATE FOR SECOND 	 (OPTION)
NEWTON-RAPHSON STEP
7. SECOND NEWTON-RAPHSON STEP
TABLE
Nan-Real-Time   
Subroutines Functions
Core
Required
(decimal)
N
"tj,j,jt,
11TIC Main executive routine for non-real- 930
time operation.	 Heads data to define
number and location of channels, num-
ber of parameters estimated, sample
rate,	 etc.	 Performs till initialization
with calls to other subroutines.
MODIIJI Defines the system matrices and sen- 638
sitivities for the discrete four-state
model described in Section 2.
FH IC Computes high-pass filter- coefficients 13
and initializes filter states for each
measurement to be high-passed.
DIAE Solves Hicatti equations for the Kalman 401
CAI, filter gains of a discrete system, using
double itv •ation procedures.
POLES. QRCALL Computes eigenvalues for channel 730
Q13, HESSEN models and their Kalman filter
dynamics.
Subroutines
PCMLE Main executive routine for parallel than- 1767
nel MI  real-time computations.
F11 High-pass filte r
 applied to measurements. 14
TSIG Produces test signal and two random 41
numbers for simulated sensor noise.
F I I 'T Performs fourth order Kalman filter 95
It update computation.	 I
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TABLE 1. - Concluded.
Subroutines Functions
Core
Required
(decimal
S EN 8 Performs a sensitivity filter update for 176
a given parameter.
ACCNR Accumulates likelihood gradients and 177
approximate second partials for a
Newton-Raphson parameter correction.
SENS2 Performs sensitivity filter updates for 176
"roving" channel of second Newton-
Raphson step.
ACCNR2 Accumulates likelihood gradients and 177
approximate second partials for second
Newton-Haphson step.
ACCK Accurnul,,Vcs measurements for a Kalman 32
filter parameter correction.
1133 Performs a Kalman filter parameter 288
correction.
Initialization
The initialization of PCMLE is performed in non-real time with a call to
subroutine NRTIC. This subroutine reads the input data deck and user
options (UX and LN arrays) and checks the input data for reasonableness.
It then defines the specified numbers of channels, each at its specified
parameter values. Each channel is a four-state Kalman filter. The
states are pitch rate, total angle-of-attack, gust angle-of-attack, and
elevator surface position. The two measurements are pitch rate and
26
not-mat acceleration. The input to the filter is elevator servo position.
Two sets of gains are computed and stored for each channel, corresponding
to low and high turbulence levels. Sensitivities are computed for each
channel and gust level by individually perturbing each of four parameters
to be estimated. Eigenvalues are computed for each channel model and
each Kalman filter. All computations are performed for the sample rate
specified.
Real-Time Operation
All real-time computations are executed with CALL PCMLE (IT, TOUT),
where TOUT is a four-component vector for uplink. IOUT(I) is the uplink
parameter used for gain scheduling. The scalar IT is not currently used
but would be available to further partition the real-time calculations
should this be required by the RAV executive. PC.'MLE is called once per
sample time. On the CYBER 7:3-28 computer, each call required
5 to G msec of computer time.
During each call, the sampled values of pitch rate, normal acceleration, and
elevator servo position are high-passed. Residuals and likelihood functions
are computed for each channel (fixed in parameter space). Gradients
and second partials are accumulated if Newton-Raphson parameter
corrections are selected. Otherwise, measurements are defined for a
" lman fitter parameter correction. The remaining real-time operations
spread over seven subeyc.les executed in sequence, as shown in
;ure 7. During real-time operation, the detailed performance of the
orit, m can be monitored by the UX array. This is defined later in the
3section on outputs from PCMLE„
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It' the sample skipping option is se
iwtomatically by NRTIC. however, PCML E must then be called at the
appropriate now sample rate.. Either one or two samples may be skipped
in this manner.
Real-Time Inputs to PCMLE--Real-time inputs to PCMLE from the RAV
program are assigned to user array elements UX(11) through UX(18) and
UX(20). UX(i l) through UX(13) hold the usual measurements needed by
the identifier; UX(14) and UX(15) are used to compute an average elevator
servo position when the sample skipping option is used. UX(1 G), UX(17)
and UX(18) are used to communicate "true" values of M
bo	 n.
, M , and
q when these quantities are ^ uppiied by a simulation. and, finally, UX(20)
provides real-time adjustment of test signal magnitude. These inputs
and their units are summarized in "fable 2.
R eal-Time outputs from PCMLE --Provision has been made for tour
outputs to be supplied via the galling argument IOUT. At present only
MUT(l) is used. It is a 1 [ estimated from M^ L
 and scaled to he
between 0 and 512. (Scale factor is 50000. )
Other,
 outputs from PC:MLE are contained in the real-time UX array. The
scaled test signal is in (.1X(19). The remaining outputs are in UX(1) through
UX00) and UX(21) through UX(50). 'These are primarily used for
monitoring PCMLE performance. All PCMI.,E outputs are defined in
Table 3.
TABLE 2. REAL-TIME INPUT VARIABLE ASSIGNMENT
'	.
User•
'se
Variables Description
Mnemonic
Expression Units
UN (11) Pitch rate y (1) rnd see
12 Normal acceleration Y (2) ft see-2
13 Servo position at cur- DELTA (1) r-ad
rent time t k
14 Servo position at t k-I DF.LTA (2) rad
15 Servo position at t k-2 DELTA (3) ra d
16 RAV q estimate QHART lbs ft -2
17 HAV M 60 estimate M DOT sec-2
18 RAV M	 estimate MAT sec -2
(I
20 Test signal magnitude sicuT = sicirro + ft sec-2
UX (20)
0 -'.	 SIGUT w 40•::x',
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Several halt conditions have been defined for PCMLE. These are listed in
Table 4. The first Iwo stops occur in the initialization mode if the data
does not define a stable filter. The last three stops occur in real time if
the parameter update option is not defined. In all the test cases run, these
stops have never been encountered. However, in the final flight test
software, they may be switched to a mode change operation rather than
it halt.
TABLE 4. PCMLF HALT CONDITIONS
IStop	 Condition
41
 I 
Hicatti equation not converging in subroutine CAI, during
initialization (Unstable Model).
31	 Inverse (foes not exist in subroutine DIRK for computer filter
gains.
I Check data (leek.
21 1  No inverse exists in Newton-Raphson parameter update.
22 1 ' . ,*f o inverse exists in second Newton-Raphson parameter update.
11	 No invert
	 in Kalman parameter update.
User, Inputs ar.,i LURuls
Both the background (initialization) and real-time program segments pro-
vide user inputs and options. These inputs are selected with a nominal
data deck and/or by setting the UX and LX user arrays in the RAV
software.
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X
^i
The I \	 Serve's dift'el'c'nt f'unc'tions depending on whether (he program
is In tilt' reA-tilm' or in the irlitialmition segment„ ( loth functions are
defilu'd he)(m.
1);+ ta Deck Jn)1ts--Following loading. the HAV prog'rarhl (containing all the
I I(AIl,E, sulrrouti ► les) executes the non-real-time iniWilitation se'gme'nt.
Ihlring the first ^.uch initialiNation operation. sul ► rouline NIl't'IC reads a
:i.lta deck and stores it on ; ► tvinporary disk file for quirk restarts.
'I'lle input pa1%, till etei's Which are read-in oil data cards are defined in
'kible 5. The ci; ► t;l d+rck defines ncmlirl;ll (det'ault) values for all prog'ranl
1mr;ltttetrrs ► nclilding the five chalulel locations talmlated in Table ti (and
illustrated in F igilre 3).
Console I11)llta i'r'ior • to) 1110i;lli/-;itiow -t'c•rtain logical v;l ► °ial ► les ti r,:)
defined in '1';ll ► le 7 n1;1l tit , ,iswigned t'ronl the colt rol console prior to
initinlir.ation.	 11' this slcp k l ► \ p;lssed. the 1 1C'1!`Il,l . ' defmilt option will
be the I ► ;1sit ,
 PCAIiA .:.11gor'ithnl (Figure 2) with a single Nc'wtoll - Wiphson
p;lraunt'ler' corre't'lroll. Tflve le logic;ds caillwt he altered ill re;ll little. TO
change them the kise r 11111`;1 le;lve real ti111e ;1nd re ► nitinti'm"
It is ;ll: -,u po8sible to redchm , c, ert;litl data deck par;lmeters prior to
inllkilis'.;l wIl It\ setting UN (AcIllents Own (tit , cons(Ae. These vict11ents
are listen ill 'faille tl. The redefinition is performed :is follows-
Nominal
^1ri;llllc
	
tic fautl IA ar•ra^
value from
	
valuedat;l deck
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TABLE 5. NAWILIST PARAMETERS
P.trarneter Definition
Nominal
Value
NN Number of states in Kalman filter (q. a. ngs,	 6) 4.
N 11 Number, of measurements (q. Nz) 2.
NN Number of noise sources 6g. q sensor, 4.
Nz sensor, 8 sensor)
NlIM Maximum number of measurements 3.
Convergence criteria in DIAK for Hicatti 10-g
solution
IIT, R Maximum number of iterations in DIAK for 20.
Hicatti solution
D 1 1 10 Nominal sample time (automatically increased 0.02
if sarnples are skipped)
DT PRIN,r Print interval when IA(5) is true (available in 0.5
batch mode only)
NC Number of channels 5.
NPO Number of parameters estimated in first 2.
Newton- Raphson step
JISO Starting channel location 3.
TOO Starting gust level 1.
WUIIO Natural frequency of shaping filter on random 6.
test signal
mi ro Damping of shaping filter on random test signal 1.25
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TABLE 5. - Continued
Parameter Definition
Nominal
Value
SIGUTO Gain of shaping filter on random test signal 4.
wrio Initial state of shaping filter on random test 0.
signal
UT20 Initial state of shaping filter on random test 0.
signal
(above state initialization is useful for gene-
rating deterministic square waves or sine waves
with TSIG subroutine)
UTMAX Magnitude limit of filtered test signal 10.
TA U PO Time constant of likelihood accumulation filter 5.
TAUP2 Time constant of low-pass filter on L, 	 vL, V 2 L 0.6
W"P Cutoff frequency of second-order high-pass on 2.
measurements
DIIP Damping of second-order high-pass on 0.7
measurements
NP20 Number of parameters in second NR update 2.
SIGGO RMS statistic assumed for gyro noise (deg/sec) 0.15
SIGACCO RMS statistic assumed for accelerometer 0.02
noise (g)
SIGWLO RMS statistic assumed for low w gust level 1.0
(ft/sec)
SIGWHO RMS statistic assumed for high w gust level 5.0
(ft/sec)
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TABLE 5. - Continued
F
T
arnc^t Definition
Nominal
Value
O RMS statistic assumed for elevator servo 10-4
hysteresis (rad)
13 1.IGO Threshold parameters controlling gust level 0.01
'rnirr.icso switch 3. 22
fi l,W0 Threshold parameters controlling channel 0.1
'1.1111TJO) switch 3.22
Ti I JZO Threshold parameters controlling Z1 MIN 0.1
`1.1113'T'.IZO selection 13.8
11'1',lSO Threshold parameter for significance of 0.25
likelihood function
ZP1 MAN Maximum value limit of parameter 1 estimate -1.
21 112 MAN Maximum value limit of parameter 2 estimate 1.3
Z1'3 MAN Maximum value limit of parameter 3 estimate 120.
Z 111 MAN Maximum value limit of parameter 4 estimate 10.
ZP1 NIIN Minimum value limit of parameter 1 estimate -75.
ZP2 MIN Minimum value limit of parameter 2 estimate -0. 3
Z 11 MIN Minimum value limit of parameter 3 estimate -60.
ZP4 MIN Minimum value limit of parameter 4 estimate -10.
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'rABLE 5. - Continued
Parameter Definition
Nominal
Value
SC4 1,() Diagonal elements of V 2 1,  matrix (four numbers) 0.001
0.00031
0.1
0.01
z P Matrix defining location of channels (4 pars-
meters per channel x 10 channels max SeeTable f;40 numbers)
INRKF Number of measurements in KF parameter 2.
correction (q, Nz)
NNKF NUMber of states in KF parameter model 5.
(?., I S Z,) # z3' / 4' L,1)
NIIKF Number of gradient measurements available 4.
in KF parameter correction
T I KFO 0.001
)
Parameters in KF state model
T2KF 1.0
NCYC Number of subeycles 7.
Q Ix) Initial covariance matrix for KF parameter 0. - 6
correction (five numbers) 5 X 10
0.2
0.0045
0.066
ISKPO Number of measurements skipped (0, 1 or 2) 0.
NSO Signal-to-noise ratio (increased residual noise 0.05
statistics at high signal levels)
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,rABL E 5. - Concluded
Parameter Definition
Nominal
Value
MC4O Coefficients which define channel models from -0.23
TVIQ 1 141 b'	 C '2'	 C3'	 C4 via: 0.028
Mq
	
MQO + (Mtni + MQ12.,,C.,,) M
^,MQ12 0.03
M	 =	 (N1A1 + MAl2,;-('2) M^MAI I 0.61
\'	 (X'I	 i	 C3)	 -n1NIA 12 0.82
A(I
	
(ZAV1 + CA) MVI 200.
% INV1 % s, V	 ZDvI ,M 5;3,.
Z DV 1 7.7
DIS'I' Distance Ni is invasured aft of c. t •
	
(ft) 15.15
;fit" I'IM Bandwidth of first-order aettintor model for 12.5
,,(r,1(1)
c
I quasi - :static: flexibilit y corrections: 0.016
FN M^	 =	 (1. + Ni 	 + M AO FN2)) 0.0002
x/13 1C if M 	 M^	 =	 0. + ZPIC (FX1 -10.
+ (7PIC) FX2
SI, Scab length in gust model (ft) 1750.
QME Scale factor between q (psf) and M AO -22.
(q	 -	 QME4 ' NI6o)
AI.PliWL Bias between water line a and zero lift a (rad) 0.0086
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j
i
ti
'^	
M1
`I'ABL G. NOMINAI, ('IIANNI"I., I,OCA I"ION
Channel 
1 1.1 rat) lrlet's
 M^	 ( 	 ^ ,; < 4
l -2.;14 0	 0 0
2 -5.27 0	 0 0
3 -11.f) 0	 0 0
4 -26,7 0	 0
'l' PLE, 7. INITIALIZATION USE'll LOWC AL ASSIGNMEONTS
F
Logical 1'unrttof) 41nc^nlotile
Not used
2 Not used
a Emables licllimm pnrarllrter rorrection itl KAL
plact , of first NvvNton - li;lph^an correction
4 Not uscd
5 Not	 u>t..1
(i Enables second Newton - Raphson stcp NH2
7 Not used
Ql Inhibits initi.rl 1110dCl prinl01.11, during Nana
Initialization
to :adds pscud0- random ti1`I)So.- nolse to NOYS
Pt'11i_1:'s input rnV;lsurVrru0ntx
9-50 Not usod
1)ef;lult kalkles	 I.A(1)
	
.1^.
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Should the adjusted variable fall outside'
	 program imposed limits, the
Variable is returned to the derault value. It is also important to note that
RAV resets all UX array vitlucs to zero whenever the program leaves
real lime. iii-s ►ve, desired changes of the nominal data deck must be
reentered into the UX array before each reinitialization.
Console Inputs during Real-Time 0oration--The logicals defined In
T;iblv 9 can be set and reset during real-time operation. If they are set
in non-reel time, then the corresponding mneumonic will be defined in
the PCMI.E subroutine ns soon as read time is entered.
Only one user variable, UX(20), can be set from the console in real time,
Its function is to alter PCMIJ 1 s test signal magnitude (see Table 2).
SOFTWAREO CONFIGURATION CONTROL PLAN
Effective on the (late of acceptance it DFRC, a software configuration
control plan was., implemented to protect the integrity of the PCMLE'
program. The control plan includes the following elements:
•	 Source file management
•	 Change reporting and execution
•	 Verification test
birch 
of 
these elements is discussed below.
A9
TABLE 9. REAL.-TIME USER LOGICAL ASSIGNMENTS
"'I r
Logicals
F79
Use 1,
Function Mnemonic
,I X(l)(17 Disables automatic channel changes NOCIIC
2 Disables first Newton-Raphson or Kalman NOEST
step
3 Not used
4 Disables automatic gust level changes NOCIIG
5 Enables printout from PCMI.E (use in PRINT
batch mode only)
6 Not used
7 Not used
8 Not used
9 Enables PCMLE algorithm MLE
10-50 Not used
Default Values: LX(l) = . F,
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Functional checkout--Provisions of checkout procedures re-
quired to verify correct operation of modification.
_:
Source (F ile Manage ment
F"ilex of controlled software documentation were established following veri-
fication of program operation on the RAV facility. Duplicate files are
being maintained at both DI' RC and Honeywell. Each file contains:
• PCMLE source deck
•	 !Flowcharts
•	 Listings (current plus two previous versions)
• User information
• Change notices
To maintain a record of the software, changes in any item require a
properly executed change notice.
Change Reportin g.
The change notice required for controlled file alteration is a standard form
having the following parts:
A) Reason for change--Brief summary of problem.
B) Description of change--Specific program changes, documentation
changes, and affected procedures. Mark-up copies of documents
affected by change are attached.
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D)	 Program change report--Listing of who performed the changes,
data performed, and verification procedures followed.
Each change notice must be signed off by the originator and approved by
Honeywell's program manager. A sample change request form is shown
in Figure 8.
Verification Test
Verification tests are those procedures that are performed to assure that
software changes are accomplished in the intended manner. The following
actions are taken:
•	 Following change in the rnaster source deck, a now listing is run
and checked against the change notice requirements.
•	 For critical changes, portions of the acceptance test routines
are run. These requirements are listed in part (C) of the
Change Request.
PCMLE ACCEPTANCE TEST
This section summarizes the procedures followed in conducting 61je PCMLE
Acceptance Test on the F-8C simulation at NASA Dryden Flight Research
Center. Test conditions, selected time histories, and interpretation are
given below.
Program: PCMLE	 ^.
FORTRAN SOFTWARE PROGRAM CHANGE REQUEST
Number
Originator Date Approval Date
Effectivity Title of Change
A)	 Reaso,_ for Change
B) Description of Change
Change
Statement No.	 Statement
C)	 Function&I Checkout
D) Change Report
Who performed
	 Change/Checkout
	 Date
Figure 8. Software Change Request Form
Dofinition of Tost Cases
Acc eptaanr.o Cost casos were jointly c
p ,m-sonnol. Thoy Fare summarized i
Detailod Teat Procedure and Condit
`1'ht , aCroptanco test was run oil 	 CDC: Cyber 73-28 Computer in real time.
Tho V -tic' simulation with the control laws function as one program, the
HAV exot,utivo with I'CNIIA', as another. Data interchange wus accomplished
via I)/ A and A l 1) trunk lines as pi-esontly mochanized in tilt* RAV mode.
Tha aocloptanco tosts uwt wd a standard acceleration nvmouver. The 10 - 11C
Simulation was brought to tho 0'100 n1, 250 KIAS flight condition and trimmed
to I g flight. Tho ;aircraft was than acceler-ated at constant altitude until
it stabilizod at a now velocity (approximately 300 m/sec.). 'Cho simulation
was run 11 1.1 n - in ,_ tho -100p U Sing tho P - 11C" 11-011 Bird. Small pilot inputs
wero usod as rotluirod to maintain trim.
Two oight-chatmoi strip-chart recorders worn used to obtain timo histories
of vat• ious ;1arci-aft vo sponso variables and svIvete d 1 1CMIJ." outputs.
'C'hoso figuros are prosonted later in this section. Por tho performance
ovalu.ation wo have tho luxury of knowing " true" values of IV16 e
 and M .
`t'hoso paramotor s wort: computod ill roaal time by approximaatoly dotor-
ltlininf;' the atapt^ of the C'^ ts andCMr'imulation functions. Those aapproxi-
;x
mated slopes Wert , usod with PCM1_,I estimates to compute the 1V18 c, and
a
111 orrors shown in tho time histories.
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TABA',E 10. TEST CASES FOR ACCEPTANCE TEST
I'ost
Case Description
Baseline--Identification of M 6e, c2, must , and a ri id body
Xr-of the simulated F-8C.	 The maneuver was a full
burner acceleration from 250 KIAS to 450 KIAS at 6100 in
in the presence of 2 m/soc gust disturbance and no sensor
nois ► .	 Five channels located as defined in Table 6 were
used.	 Tho nominal sample rate was 50 sps.
2 Repetition of baseline in absence of gusts to show auto-
matic adjustment of Kab-oall filter gains.
Repetition of Case 2 with a smaller number of parallel
channels (4).
4 Repetition of Case 2 with a slower Kalman filter update rate
(two sampler, skipped ► .
5 Repetition of Case 2 with Kalman filter parameter correc-
tions instead of Newton -11aphson corrections.
6 Repetition of Case 2 with two Newton-Raphson iteration steps.
7 Repetition of Case 2 with two additional parameters
estimated W 3 and C4). 
The detailed test procedure is given in Tabl(-,, I1 and the acceptance
criteria are shown in Table 12.
'Test	 s
A suoeessful acceptance test was completed at DFRC on 15 October 1976.
Table 13 sum p-arizes the time histories for each of the test cases. In
some instances several additional time histories are included to illustrate
the performance of the algorithm.
The performance of the algorithm is judged by examining the q error
traces and the Ma and M 6e error traces. For most cases the performance
is as expected and compares with results in Reference `l. For the sample -
skipping cases there is an increase in the errors when the high gust
channel is used. This effect warrants further investigation.
6
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TABLE 11. ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE
Test
a 
T
Procedure
I PCMLE was initialized by reading the nominal input data cards
(Reference 4).	 The program was then put into real-time oper-
otion.	 After 10 seconds, estimation was armed via logical
MLE ILX(9), Table 9J and the accelerated maneuver was
initiated.	 Variables appropriate to judging PCXILE were
tnonitorod in real tit-no via CRT displays of UX and LX arrays
and via strip chart recordings.
2 Sam(! proctdure as Baseline Test Case I is followed with no
turbulence in the I,"-8C simulation.
3 PCMLE was reinitialized prior to this run.
	 Only four channels
wore used.
	 Channel I was deleted and Channels 2 through 5
were renumbered as 1 through 4.
	 This verifies that fewer num-
bers of channels can be used and that their location can be
moved.
	 These changes were accomplished with a new input
data deck.	 Following initialization, PCMLE was brought into
real time and ongaged as discussed under the Baseline case.
, program was reinitialized with the sample skipping
oplional IIIX(28) = 2, Table 81.
	 Every third measurement of q
and Nz measurement was used, and the 8 e servo position
MOLISLIVU11101AS Were used to compute an average value valid over
the three-sample interval (Reforenec 4).
	 The sample rate of the
Kalman filters was oil(,
 third of the simulation rate.
	 Real-time
operation was the same as discussed under the Baseline case.
5 PCAILE was reinitialized with the logical KAL set [LX(3),
Table 7] and then brought into real time as discussed under
the Baseline case. i J
TABLE 11. -Concluded
Test
Case 7-	 Procedure
6 PCMLE was reinitialized with the NR2 logical set ILX(6),
Table 7J and the NOEST logical I LX(2), Table 9J. 	 This
combination holds the first Newton- Haphson step at the chan-
nel location, and, hence, the second Newton-Raphson step
should approximate the first stop of the Baseline case. 	 PCMLE
was than brought into real time as discussed above. 	 Two para-
meters were estimated by the second step.
7 PCMLE was reinitialized with NP = 4 JUX(32) = 2, Table 8j
to estimate two additional parameters.	 Real-time operation
was the saniv as the baseline.
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TABLE 12. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
r,
Test
Case Criteria
Qualitative—The channel switching shall be smooth and in the
proper sequence (channels ordered in more negative M8.).
The parameter estimates shall be smooth during channel
switches.
Quantitative--The error in estimated dynamic pressure shall
be within ± 50 percent of the "true" value throughout the
transition.
The channel indicator shall show a switch to low gains when
data permits, although it is not required to remain continuously
on the low gust channel. 	 Qualitative characteristics of baso-
line apply.
3 Since the first channel was not selected as a min-1, channel
in the baseline run, the results will match the baseline run
except for re , iumbering of the channels (i.e. ,	 I was 2 in base -
line,	 2 was 3,	 otc.)
4 Only qualitative factors of baseline apply. 	 Errors will approxi-
mately match baseline.
5 This run shall demonstrate improved tracking over the base-
line ease (less error in estimated dynamic pressure).
6 The estimates will approximately follow the baseline run.
(Differences are due to model approximations included in the
second Newton-Raphson computations. )
7 This run shall produce estimates of C	 and C 4 with the
qualitative characteristics of the baseline.
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Figure 9A. Aircraft Response--Test Case 2
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SEASON NOISP" MODELING
The PC'INll,i; algorithm wos developed under the assumption that =wnsor
noise suitistics -ire constant oven the flight envelope and are reasonably
W011 known. Hence. they are not treated as parameters to be identified by
Ow :algorithm. The v;tlidity of tins assumption is investigawd in this
section. Sensor data from ground tests at engine off, idle, :end 80 percent
m;iximum li1'N1. ,end from flight tests are analyzed. Results support the
asstimption that tho statistics are constant, but modified lionrin;11 v;dues
APO required to 111a1,ch the test airct;it't's affective sensor clinracteristics.
lA(. INE,-O F DATA
An ti's-second segment. of :sampled gyre and accvleronlrter outputs under
cauletic'ent hangar conditions watt inn;il!'l.l`tt. Tha ;1 mllv4-- vs4 included mean
and variance calculations, histogram plats, inc, itiower spectrA densities
(PSDs) cottiputed viGt Fast FouriCl' Transj'orm methods.	 The variance
x`alcul:1tions ;11'0 SWllllll1 Iri/vd in 'I';iblt^ 14.
	
Thca sheen , li'11S levels
roughly c qu.11 to one- third of each sen,,()r`s Ie:lsi -s , gniti	 gwinti -
ration b,t 11.SIO.	 I'lte correspondi ng histogvmii:; «wc plotted in Figures 1;5
and 16 and the 1'SDs are given in Figures 17 zmd 113. These shoe that
noise in the hangar is dominated by relatively white random motions of
7.3
Direct transformation of 4096 data points, with resulting pleats smoothed
by avernging adjacent frequency samples.
I
x
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TABIA-'o 14. STANDARD DEVIATION OF SENSOR NOISE
Sensor
Ground Test Data
Engine Off Engine Idle 80°l0 RPM
Normal accelerometer
12-bit resolution 0.0018 0.0042 0.016
I.Sii	 0. 00547 g
Pitch rate gyro
12-bit resolution 0.011 0.019 0.057
LSIA = 0.0:38 deg/sec
the last one or, two quantization bits. Using a Gaussian ,assumption for the
underly ing noise processes which move these bits, RMS levels of roughly
one-third bit are again obtained for both sensors. Since there is this much
similarity between the gyro and accelerometer noise levels, it appears that
the bit motions are generated by A/D electronics rather than by internally
generated sensor noise.
ENGINE-ON DATA
The RMS sensor outputs increase substantially when the engine is running.
This is shown in Table 14 for two engine speeds--idle and 80 percent RPM.
I'SDs for these conditions are shown in Figures 19 through 22. They indi-
eme that most of the RMS increase can be traced directly to various
resonances between ,3 and 20 ilz. While these resonances may in fact be
legitimate input signals as far as the instruments are concerned (i. e. , not
internal sensor noise), they must be treated as "effective sensor noise"
for purposes of PCMLE because the algorithm includes no models to explain
the sensed motion.
C UMMU
HISTOGRAM
0.9042 0.
0.0048
i
-3	 -2	 -1	 0	 1
BIT
MEAN a 3 BITS
► 0.0032
0.0002
2	 3
-3	 -2	 -1	 0	 1	 2	 3
COMPARISON WITH GAUSSIAN COMMULATIVE YIELDS a = 0.39 BITS.
Figures 15. Gyro Noise Uistribut.ion (Engine: tiff)
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FLIGHT DATA
Sensor noise numbers applicable once the aircraft leaves the ground were
deiced from Kalman filter residual histories, as generated during flight
data parameter identification runs discussed in Section 6. These para-
meter identification runs used a get.eral purpose identification program
(GPMLE) to fit a best linear model to the flight data. The model extracts
estimates of the (rigid body) sensor output, y k . leaving the residuals,
A
OV yk - yW due to either internal sensor noise, unmodeled dynamics
(e.g., structural modes), atmospheric turbulence. and mismatched rigid
body motion. In the ansence of turbulence and assuming a good model fit
for rigid body motion. therefore, the resi-ivals provide "effective" sensor
noise time histories directly.
HMS noise levels from such residual histories are summarized in 'fable 15.
Four maneuvers are shown, corresponding to flight data segments docu-
mented in Section 6. It is evident from this table that effective noise
numbers in flight are substantially higher than both the hangar data and
the ground test data. This is highlighted in Figures 23 and 24 which illus-
trate the data front all test conditions in graphical form. The figures
clearly show that ground and hangar tests are inadequate indicators of
airborne noise statistics. They also shove that, while the constant statistics
assumption made for PCMLE seems reasonably valid, the actual RMS
levels used in the acceptance test should be modified somewhat to match
the test aircraft sensors.
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WISE: F IA
Maneuver '2:2 .3:1 3:4 2:6
.111 r 1 ucle	 l I'vet 1 20300 20129 191148 22500
Wi ch 0.44 0.566 0.135 1.12
CiPMI.E t3esidual
I.c. vels (Rh1S)
Accelerometer 0.0511 0.050 0.050 0.051
(g's)
(;%ro (deg /see)	 1 0.11	 1 0.0719 0.12	 1 0.13
As .1 further' ev.11mition of effective noise statistics, it would have been usc'-
ful to repum the amilYses in 'fable 15 under turbulence conditions. There
is sonic rationale to suggest th.lt 	 sensor noise should increase
further with turbulence level because of increased unmodeled structural
excitation. in the absence of turbulence d: ► ta, we are forced to rely on
conclusions from related noise modeling efforts conducted on the SAAP
.1 \-37 aircr,ift (lieference ail. 'These suggest that effective noise increases
clue to turbulence are pr•obnl)l\ nogligible.
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sEcTION 6
PARANIE"I'll-413 ESTIMATION WITH FLIGHT DATA
In order to gain increased confidence in the algorithm prior to flight test,
PC'MI,E was exercised with recorded sensor outputs from F-OC flight
teste.. Since the flight recordings do not contain PCMLE's own test signal,
data segments with large pilot commands were used to provide good
conditions for identification. Results of these off-line exercises are very
positive and provide a high level of confidence for succes.,!PM closed-loop
night tt,sts.
In kAddition to the PCMLE exercises, a general purpose maximum likelihood
estimation (GPMI,T,,') algorithm developed for the F-SC (Reference 1) was
used to estimate all pitch axis parameters in a conventional iterative batch-
processing node. Results from both the PCNILE and OPNIME, estimation
ar ol
 presented and compared in this section. They provide a data base for
flight test recommendations made later in the report.
TEST POINTS
Flight conditions for which flight data were processed are plotted in Figure
25. This is an adequate number of conditions for checking PCMLE, although
more data at 40,000 ft (12,195 NO would have been desirable. The flight
records examined contain 15 pitch doublet maneuvers covering a dynamic
range from 126 psf to 840 psf. These have all been processed with PCMLE.
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Figure 25. F-8C Flight Data Test Points
Several lateral maneuvers were also used as "disturbances" to PCMLE to
evaluate the effect of lateral maneuvers on the pitch axis estimation.
Finally, an acceleration run from Mach - 0. 82 at 37, 000 ft to Mach = 1. 15
at 30, 000 ft was processed.
The flight data for each test point consist of time histories for the three
measurements needed to drive the PCMLE software. The time histories
were sampled at 50 sps. Other related measurement parameters are
given in Table 16. Note that the accelerometer was located at the c. g.
Also, the quantization level of each sensor is higher than the ground data
quantization used in Section 5.
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TABLE 16. V-8C`, MEASUREMENTS
urement Prefilter Scale Quantization
ate (q) 40 liz +70 deg/sec 0. 138 deg/sec
fNorn
mal, acceleration 40 Ilz +89  0.0156 g
r position 40 Ilz +11.75', 0.0:325 deg
-21.5'
Six longitudinal maneuvers (two consecutive pilot doublets each) were
extracted from the Flight #2 data tape. Each maneuver is a 10. 24-second
segment. The maneuver start times are given in Table 17 for the time
references of the tape. Five similar segments containing pitch axis pilot
commands were extracted from the Flight #:3 data tape. These are also
identified in Table 17. For shorthand reference to all i2 data segments,
the symbol "Maneuver i:j" will be used to designate Flight i, Maneuver j.
Plots of the maneuver time histories for all 11 maneuvers are shown in
Figures Al through All in appendix A. Note that the accelerometer
measurement on Maneuvers 2:5 and 3:5 are contaminated with low frequency
oscillations.
PCMLE PERFORMANCE
The above maneuvers were used to exercise the baseline PCMLE algorithm
(two parameters were identified using a single Newton-Raphson step) and
also two of the software options:
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rf
I .	 The second Newton-Raphson correction, and
2.	 Identification of additional parameters.
Since the algorithm for all these cases is nominally set up to operate with
►neasured servo position. a modified actuator bandwidth parameter, ACT'BW,
was used to operate with the available measured surface position instead. The
bandwidth was move(] from 12. 5 rad/sec to 100 rad/sec. In addition, the accel-
erometer noise parameter. SIGACCO. was increased from the nominal value of
0.02 g RMS to 0.04 g RMS, as suggested in Section 5. The distance param-
cler, wn, was set to zero to match the c. g. location of the instrument.
All other parameters remained at their nominal values in Table 5.
The Kalman filters in PCMIX use as parameteriz-ation based on "unflexed" M,
because the functions are simpler. Therefore the parameters estimated by
fitting data to the model will also be "unflexed. "
Table 18 summarizes performance of the baseline algorithm for the 11
flight test points. Estimated variables in the table are the following:
M8 0 - PCMI,E's estimate of surface effectiveness before quasi-
state flexibility corrections.
A
M 6e - Surface effectiveness estimate after quasi-state flexibility
corrections.
13M	
- 
PCMIE l s estimate of the one-sigma accuracy of its M6 0
estimate. This tends to be an optimistic number because
PCMl,E does not recognize errors due to unidentified
parameters.
C2	- Estimate of small perturbation parameter C.,, used to calcu-
late pitching moment due to angle-of - at Lack.
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a CEstimate of the one-sigma accuracy of the C2 estimate.
Scaled up by I M 6 0 1, this parameter gives a rough (optimistic)
indication of the expected accuracy of PCMLE's Ma estimate.
A
M(I
	
	
Estimate of pitching moment coefficient due to angle-of-
attack, as computed from 6 andM 0	 C2.
V	 - Estimate of velocity
c,11	 - pCMI.E's selected min-L channel.
Gust	 PCMLE'Is estimate of random vertical gust level, either higk>Level
(5 ft/sec RMS) or low (I ft/sec RMS).
SIGH - Estimated scale factor on the residual magnitudes of the
tnin-1, channel. SIGSQ = I corresponds to nominal noise
condi Lions.
Time histories of the min-11 channel's gyro and accelerometer residuals,
the estimated RMS error (i M8 . and the M 80 , M %c. , M c, and V estimates
themselves are shown for each maneuver in Figures BI through lill of
Appendix B. Note that the starting transients include some drift in the
estimates since PCMLE is not getting any information until pilot commands
start.. As mentioned earlier, the normal PCMLE test signal is not
present in any of (lie flight data.
Compared with expected (simulation) parameter values for the test points
in Table 17, all the estimates in Table 18 are reasonable except those
for Maneuver 2:5. 'rhis case produces a more negative M 60 estimate than
expected, especially when compared to Maneuver 2:6 which is nearly the
same flight condition. Looking at the raw data for Maneuver 2:5, we see
that the accelerometer is particularly noisy for this maneuver and contains
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the unexplained low frequency oscillations noted earlier (about 3.25 11z),
This probably explains why PCMLE goes to the high gust estimate and
selects a lower M6 0 value. Note, however, that the amount of shift in M60
(50 percent over the value on Maneuver 2:6) should cause no closed-loop
stabiLity or performance problems.
Following the above baseline r-na, a selected subset of cases was rerun
with a single channel located at the parameter estimates from the first run.
This corresponds to a second Newton-Raphson correction performed in
sequential fashion. Results of these experiments are summarized in Table
19. Their time histories are shown in Appendix C.
The results verify two properties of the PCMLE algorithm:
1.	 The first Newton-Raphson parameter correction achieves
imp-oved fit to the flight data. This is evident by comparing
residual traces for the baseline cases with residual traces from
the second iteration. The baseline residuals correspond to the
min-L channels indicated in Table 18, while the second residuals
correspond to channels located at corrected parameter values
from the first Newton-Raphson steps. Note that the second
residuals are smaller but still do not resemble w ite noise
during the pilot input periods. This is because F ICMLE's channel
models ignore sever,.l aircraft parameters which are weakly
identifiable under test signal conditions but can produce sub-
stantial residual errors under large pilot inputs.
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	 The first Newton- Haphson correction comes close to achieving a
local minimum of the two-parameter likelihood function imple-
mented in baseline PCMLE. This is evidenced by the fact that
the second corrections in Table 19 do not move far from the first
corrections in Table 18. Most changes are within one- or two-
sigma units of the algorithm's own optimistic accuracy estimates.
flence, the second step is "satisfied" with the location found by
the first. We note again that. because PCMLE's models ignore
several f oher aircraft Parameters, the locatior of this local
minimum does not necessarily correspond to the true parameter
values. According to our identifiability and design studies, how-
ever, it should be accurate to within 10 percent or so.
As a final experiment, the effects of estimating additional parameters were
examined using Maneuvers 2:3 and 2:5. Results of these tests are summar-
iz(,d in 'Fable 20. For each maneuver, two-, three-, and four-parameter
identification trials were run. These show small changes (-elative to
PCMLE's accuracy estimates) of the original two parameters when addi-
tional parameters are estimated. The additional parameters themselves
are found only crudely, as indicated by their corresponding accuracy esti-
rnates. For example, the expected one-sigma error on C, 3 
 
(small pertur-
bation parameter for velocity) is greater than 35. The maximum variations
of C•3  are known from wind tunnel data to be only ±60. Similarly, the small
perturbation parameter for Z 0 V has expected one-sigma errors greater than
7. 20. Its maximuixi variations are known to be + 10.0. Hence, while
PCMLE produces numbers for the additional parameters, their accuracy
is hardly better than a pr,ori knowledge. This is consistent with past
identifiability and design studies.
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PARAMETER EsnMAIION WITH GPMIX
Selected maneuvers from Table 18 were also used to conduct identification
runs with a general purpose maximum likelihood algorithm (GPMI,E). This
softwure was used to do the original identifiability analyses which led to the
PCMIX' design (Reference 1). it uses a conventional iterative batch-
processing approach to parameter estimation. The parameter estimates
are updated with standard Newton-Raphson steps until the likelihood function
ceases to im,,)rove. For this algorithm. the various gradients required are
analytically computed.
Identification Models for GPMLF
The identification model used by GPMLE was a three-state pitch axis model
with discrete measurements of pitch rate and normal acceleration. The
model is
Mq Ma
q
	 Mgr 	e 0	 M0
d
T RT	 I Z V/Su	 a T +	 Z 6e	 + ,r2—v	 +	 g / fira
0 0 -V/S1.,	 a.0 CY 	 IJ	 0
9 9
q m 1	 0 0 q	 0	 8e	 2q 0
N dM 	 Ma
 
-Z V 0 a	 +	 dM - z 8 V	 +	 0T	 8
2
M a n
CE
L 91
where
F, white noise
d acceleration displacement from c. g.
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Model Parametevization
one of the features of the PCMLE algorithm that allows it to work well
while estimating a small nurnber of parameters is its method of parameter-
ization. 'rho coefficients appearing in the above Ynodel are computed from
one dominant paramMer C. (which is M 0 ) pills other-small I)CHUrbation
wiraintlers (C I thr-ough C 4 , C6)  as shown in rah1v 21.
,rABLE 21. F-OC MODEL PARAMErFRIZA,rION
M q	 -0. 2:4 + (0.028 - 0.017 C2 )  C 5 + CI
Ma	 (0. 61 + 0.92 C2 )  C 5
­727-V	 (200 + C3 14 %-, 5
Z CL V	 (53 + C4 )  C 5
M,so	 C5
z 6 V - (7.7 + C6 )  C 5
Correction for quasi-static flexibility:
M	 = M (1 4- 0.016 M + 0. 0002 M 26e	 60	 60	 60
z 6 V = (Z 6 V 0 ) m 6e /Mbo
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GPMI.[-', Results
The parameter estimates obtained with GPMLE are summarized in Table 22.
Estimates 01 , 
M q I MI , V, Z ,1 V. and Z,V are plotted against M 6. In Figures
26 through 30. 'rhe figures are the original scatter plots used in the model
analysis on the F-8C adaptive study (Reference 1). The x's and o's repre-
sent the model parameter values at 25 flight conditions which were used to
establish the PC*MI.F, functions given in Table 21. The functions are plotted
as solid lines. The four flight data points from Table 22 are plotted as A's.
Comparison of the flight data with the original linear models shows that the
model fits quite well for M (.,. V, and Z 6 (Figures 27, 28, and 30). llow-
ever, the aircraft seems to have more damping (M q , Figure 26) and larger
e.g. acceleration due to surface deflection (Z b V. Figure 30) than indicated
by the model. Moreover, there does not appear to be a need for the quawi-
static flexibility correction used in Table 21. The original model data in
Pigurcs 27 through 30 are plotted as a function of "unflexed" surface effec-
tiveness, MA O & while the flight data is plotted as a function of actual
("flexed") M
Since these plots are compatible (except for the scale factor changes on M q
and Z h V already mentioned), it follows that M r, 0 may just as well be
interpreted as M6 e
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sGPM1,1, and PCMIX Comparisons
ek comparison of PCMLE and GPMLF', estimates for a subset of maneuvers
is given in Table 23. For the M 6 and Ma parameters, a percent difference
is also shown which indicates that the two estimation procedures agree to
within reasonable percentages. True values of these parameters are, of
course not known. For the V estimate, on the other hand, a measured air
data value is available. This value falls somewhere between the GPMLE and
Pcmt.1 estimates. The GPMLE velocity estimate does not improve over the
PCNILL-' estimate at two test points (2:2 and 3:1). Both the percentage differ-
ences and the differences between estimated and measured values are consis-
tent with theoretical performance predicted during the PCMLE design program.
liepresentative comparisons of GPMi.E and PCMLE residual time histories
A(v - y -y) are shown in Figure 31. These traces correspond to the residuals
from the last iteri-tion of GPMLE (u Kalman filter located at the parameter
valuer in 'Gabler 22) as compared with the residuals from the min-I, channel
of PCiVti.F.' (a Kalman filter located at one of the nominal channel locutions
given in Table 6). Both filters fit the raw signals quite well. however. it
is clear that the GPMLE filter should (and does) fit better because it
includes several aircraft model parameters not recognized by the PCMLE
filters. The net effects of this improved fit are the 10 to 20 percent
parameter difference's already noted in `fable 23.
MANEUVERING FLIGHT
A"	 The performance of PCMLE during a maneuver is shown in Figure 32. The
top five traces show the response of the aircraft. The maneuver, lasting
about 135 seconds, is an acceleration from Mach = 0. 85 to Mach = 1. 15
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lure 32. PC1Vi1'..F Performance in Maneuvering Flight
during which the altitude decreases from 41,000 feet to 23,000 feet. This
Is immediately followed by a deceleration back to Mach a 0. 80. The F-8C
is supersonic for about 57 seconds during this maneuver.
A	 A
`Che next two trades show the M 6
 
 
and Ma estimates from PCMLE. Note
A
how Ma goes sharply more negative (as it should) as the aircraft goes super-
0%
conic. The M be estimate was used to produce an estimated dynamic pressure
q . In the bottom trace of Figure 32, this estimate is compared to a dynamic
pressure (qa ) computed from the measured altitude and mach number.
The q r,rror is initially large (for 10 seconds or so) because there is no
pilot activity. (This maneuver does not contain any test signal. ) During
the remainder of the maneuver the RMS error is about 20 percent.
SECTION 7
FLIGHT TEST RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the acceptance test and flight data processing results discussed
in previous sectionw, the PCMLE software is judged to be ready for flight
test evaluation. Recommended nominal parameters, test inputs, and
evaluation experiments which should be incorporated in the flight testa are
discussed in this section.
NOMINAL PCMLE PARAMETERS
'rhe flight tests should be initiated with the same nominal PCMLE para-
meters recorded in 'fable 5, except for the following modifications;
1.	 Modified PCMLE model parameterization
MQ1 = 0.044 (old value 0.028)
ZDV1 =13.8	 (old value 7.7)
FX 1 = 0.	 (old value 0.016)
FX2 = 0.	 (old value 0. u002)
The first two changes alter the pitch damping function and the acceleration
.
due to surface deflection function in PCMLE's models. The remaining
changes remove quasi-static flexibility. Thesis are justified by GPMLE
results in Section 6.
1
7
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f
2.	 Modified sensor noise
SIGACCO . 0.06	 told value 0.02)
This change increases the accelerometer noise level to the value found in
Section 5.
TEST SIGNALS
'rest inputs for PCMLE flight evaluation should include normal pilot inputs
aPA flight disturbances. plus random test signals generated by the filter
network shown in Figure 33.
RA1tX1E1	 s	 TEST
NUFffiER	 CAIN
	 --—•-•^	 LIMITER	 SIGNAL
GENERATOR
	
s 2^ws+w
	 H
Figure 33. Test Signal Generation
This filter is mechanized as a subroutine of PCMLE And corresponds to the
same test signal routine used for simulator design evaluation at Langley
Research Center. The output should be applied as a C ,-command to the
pitch axis control augmentation system. The random number generator
provides a uniform distribution from -0 . 5 to +0 . 5. The frequency and
damping of the filter are adjustable. as is the RMS level of the test signal.
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Provisions have been added to produce sine wave and square wave test
signals with the same software. To do this the input and damping are set
to zero and initial conditions on the filter are defined to produce a sine
wave. By limiting the sine wave, a suitable square wave can be realized.
A FOR" :IAN coded ve p,sion of the tent signal subroutine is shown in Table
24. The various parameters are communicated through labeled common
CUTEST). Typical values are given in Table 25.
TABLE 24. FORTW N CODE FOR TEST SIGNAL
SURROI)TINF TSIA(MOnE911T)
COMMON/ 1 1TESTenT+Sf'Fn.wuTsOUT * c . Mu reUT 11)90T209UT4AX
C	 UT/INPUT = S *ST6VT/(S*S + ?*ntiT*WUT*S • r-,JT•wUT)C	 INPUT = RANnnM NO WITH 0 MEAN UNIF044 -0.5 To 0.S
C	 11T) 91)T7 ''JATFS IN SFrO MO i1 J I)F'R FT( TF 4
riA TO ( 1.2) •MO,)E
C	 INITIAIIZATInN
1 w21)T=-WUT*WIJT*nT
T?W11T=-?. *W1IT 0 1)I ITanT
GAM11T0=S'0kT ( -a4,*t7 11JT )(IT 1=11710
OT ?.=UT?O
RFTURN
2 SFFn=AMr1U i 31?S.+ ► 4FFO• 14359718164. )
S = 0.2A 103H304i67F-10*SFFI1 - 0.5
S=W;P11r*')T1 + T7w1JT#i1T; 2
 + r.AwUT()*S1AJT*4;
0Tl=UT1 + OT*IIT?
I)T?=UT? + S
UT=UT?
IF(AR I;01T)eGF.1ITMAY) 11T=S'j6'-1(11TMAX9UT)
WFTUp *4
FNn
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TABLE 25. TEST SIGNAL PARAMETERS
w (wwr) - 6.0 --Frequency
C, (DUT) = 1.25 --Damping ratio
SIGUT =4.0 --RMSIevel
Initial Values:
SEED	 = 3051758125 --Random number gero-rator seed
UTIO	 = 0	 --Initial test signal
uT20	 = 0	 --initial test s ignal rate
LjTMAX = 10	 --Test signal magnitude limit
FLIGHT ExpEnimENTs
Ht-commended flight test experiments with the PCMLE software are sum-
marized in Table 26. They fall into seven major groups which should be
completed in sequential fashion in order to maximize safety and experi-
mental value. An eighth group of experiments which involves off-line
processing of data from other groups is also recommended. These off-
line runs c., an be conducted as data become available. They serve to maxi-
mize the experimental value of available flight hours. Abrief description
of each experimental group is given in the following pages.
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Group 1 t _1 cyst Signal Acceptability
These experiments can be conducted with the standard air-data scheduled
(` command control mode. The random test signal should be mechanized
as shown above and inserted tit the C*-command point. With several differ-
ent pilots :in(] at several straight and level trimmed conditions, the RMS
test signal level should be slowly increased by a ground-based experimenter
from zero to 10 ft / sec. The pilot should be asked to indicate when he first
detects the signal and when it becomes unacceptable. The corresponding
lever should he noted by the experimenter. We recognize that the defini-
tions of detectability and acceptability must necessarily remain vague and
that the entire experiment will at bast be"informal" in the human factors
sense. More sophisticated experimentation is not justified unless the test
signal level turns out to be a crucial design and performance. issue.
Group '?_ ()nM l.00 I RAN C)per^etion
These experiments repeat selected maneuvers from this report in the real-
time HAV environment but. with uplink data unused (i. e. , control gains
should be set by the air-data schedule). Each experiment should quali-
tatively match estimation results presented in this report. This will verify
proper real-time downlink/RAV/PCMLE operation. The received uplink
gain parameters (unused) should be compared via telemetry with on-board
air-data scheduled gains and with PCML I s sent uplink parameters. This
verifies proper uplink and gain-scheduled operation.
G ruup 3: Open- Loop RAV ()W ration With Teat Samna 1t
These experiments examine estimation accuracy in straight and level "hands
off" flight at several Lest signal levels. The aircraft should be in the stan-
dard air-data scheduled O-Command Mode. and PCMLE should be in its
baseline configuration. The test signal level should range from less than
delectable to barely acceptable, as determined from Group 1 experiments.
Group 1: Closeci-t.00p RAV C)^eration
These experiments repeat selected maneuvers from this report with the
RAV Loop closed. That is. the aircraft should be in the Adaptive 0:: Command
Mode, and PCMLE should be in Baseline. Cases with pilot commands only
and with pilot commands plus selected test signal levels (from Group :3)
should be run and should qualitatively match estimation results presented
in this report. Closed-loop handling qualities should be judged by the
pilot and should closely .approximate the scheduled C*CAS mode ratings.
If these flight results are positive, other test points not covered in this
report should be evaluated as ar,-ailable.
Grou 5: 1^ lr ht Transitions
--__I __..	 .P.
These experiments examine PCMLE's tracking ipability in closed-loop
RAV operation. Cases shoi,ld be run with test inputs only and with occas-
ional (normal) pilot inputs.
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Group 6_—All-Attitude Maneuvering Flight
These experiments evaluate PCMLE performance during various flight
maneuvers and configuration changes. The aircraft should remain in the
Adaptive C'4-Command Mode throughout, and PCMLE should be in Baseline
with a test signal level judged acceptable from previous flights.
UrouP 7 __Fli ght in _Turbulent Air
1 11 CMIX performance should he evaluated in turbulent flight environments
as available.
Group 8: Off-Line Data Processing
These experiments use selected flight data from Groups 1 through 7 tf, eval-
uate various PCMLE options. Using prerecorded data for this purpose
serves two functions. First, it makes more effective use of available flight
hours, and, second, it provides a N,scline run over the same data against
which to make performance comparisons.
The options which show greatest promise include:
•	 Channel Reconfiguration
More or fewer channels
More channels without Newton-Raphson parameter corrections
•	 Kalman Parameter Corrections
Unaided (as presently mechanized)
Aided with other data (as discussed in Reference 2)
.
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0	 Sample Skipping
Indications to date are that the second Newton-Raphoon step option and the
option to find additional parameters have little promise and hence should be
of lower priority. Two recommended channel reconfiguration options are
given in Table 27. One uses only three channels and hence relies heavily
on the Newton-Raphson parameter correction step for accurate estimation.
The other uses ten channels. It should be evaluated with and without a
Newton-Raphson parameter correction step and also In combination with
sample skipping. Both procedures would offset the increased computing
time needed to handle the large number of channels.
Additional details on the recommended experiments in each of the above
grc,wups can be found in Table 26. We note that these experiments are not
intended to represent a rigid protocol for night experimentation with PCMLE;
rather. they should be viewed as a rough experimental outline to be enhanced
and modified as the opportunities of the moment permit.
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CHANNEL Mb
e
C2 C2
1
2
3
-5.0
-20.0
-26.7
0
0
1.
0
0
60.
1 -3.25 0 0
2 -4.67 0 0
3 -6.76 0 0
4 -9.69 0 0
5 -13.9 0 0
6 -20.1 0 0
7 -28.9 0 0
8 -41.7 0. 0.
9 -28.9 1. 60.
10
-41.7 1. 60.
;,	 ... ,
SECTION 8
CONCLU61ONS
The goal of this program wits to refine the PCMLE design and prepare It
for flight evaluation on DFRC's Remotely Augmented Vehicle facility.
The refinement includes several steps:
1. The addition of a number of options to enhance the research value
of night tests by permitting easy modification to the baseline
configuration (such as adding channels, varying the sample rate.
etc. ►. Proper operation of these features has been verified on
the F-BC Iron Bird.
2. The determination of sensor noise statistics from ground tests
and in-night recordings. Results show that the statistics are
reasonably constant over the flight envelope. Specific values
recommended for the PCMLE algorithm are based on time histor-
ies of Kalman filter residuals from the flight records, The
assumption that sensor noise does not have to be identified on-
line was confirmed.
3. Identification performance was checked using the flight data.
These estimates were cross-checked with batch MLE identi-
fication and compared with wind tunnel data. The estimates are
consistent. Overall performance on flight data correlates well
with theoretical predictions and simulation results.
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The Yt'Mi.l; design is now ready for flight test. Specific experiments are
roc ommended in Section 7. Successful flight demonstration of the design
signifies renewed vitality of adaptive flight controls in modern digital
implementations.
APPENDIX A
FLIGHT DATA TIME HISTORIES
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Figure B1. PCMLE Performance, Maneuver 2:1 (concluded)
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Figure B3, PCMLE Performance, Maneuver 2;3 (concluded)
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Figure B5. PC MLE Performance, Maneuver 2:5 (concluded)
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Figure B6. PCMLE Performance, Maneuver 2;6 (concluded)
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Figure B7. PCMLE Performance, Maneuver 3;1 (concluded)
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Figure B10. PCMLE Performance, Maneuver 3:4 (concluded)
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Figure B11. PCMLE Performance, Maneuver 3;5 (concluded)
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Conversion Factors to 81 Units
To correct from-	 To-	 Multiply by-
ft	 m	 0.3048
ft/see	 m/sec	 0.3048
ft/sec t	m/see2	 0.3048
psf	 N/m2	 47.88
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